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Executive Energy Expert: WU Executive Academy to offer new 

program in Romania 

The WU Executive Academy's new Executive Energy Expert program is designed 

exclusively for industry experts and executives. Initiated in collaboration with 

Wing Media, one of Romania's leading media and consultancy firms in the energy 

sector, it specifically addresses energy topics that are discussed only in passing or 

not at all during traditional management programs. Some of the lecturers are also 

faculty members of the MBA Energy Management. As a result, the compact 5-day 

Executive Energy Expert program closely follows the content and quality of this 

MBA course for energy professionals, which has been one of the best in the world 

for years. 

The Executive Energy Expert program places particular emphasis on the following topics: 

current trends and changes in the energy sector; energy economics; negotiation; and energy 

regulation, with a focus on recent EU directives. Designed exclusively for industry experts 

and executives, it provides a multifaceted energy perspective that many traditional 

management courses do not offer. 

"For mid to top managers in the energy sector in particular, it is absolutely necessary to 

have a detailed knowledge and a thorough understanding of current industry trends. The 

Executive Energy Expert program in Romania allows participants to learn from experts of 

international renown and to engage in an exchange of opinions with them. It thus provides 

an ideal opportunity for energy executives to undergo tailor-made training and education 

while also making new professional contacts," says Prof. Jonas Puck, Academic Director of 

the MBA Energy Management, who is looking forward to the start of the Executive Energy 

Expert program in fall 2014. 

Enroll by July 25 and receive a 5% discount on the program fee. 

N.B.: Successful completion of the Executive Energy Expert program counts towards the MBA 

Energy Management, meaning you can attend the latter at a reduced fee. 

To learn more about the Executive Energy Expert program and to enroll, please visit: 

https://www.executiveacademy.at/de/offene-programme/Seiten/Executive-Energy-

Expert.aspx 
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